High Elms Golf Course Planner - Back 9

Aim slightly left of
middle for the best
position. Club
selection is 1 or 2
extra for your
approach as the
green is elevated
with two deep
bunkers. A diﬃcult
green that slopes
left to right from the
front.

Possibly the second hardest par 3 in Kent.
It is a narrow target to this elevated green
with out of bounds and trees left and right.
Choose your tiger line or sensibly lay up
before the three bunkers. This will leave you
a wedge shot to a left to right green.

The trees of High Elms logo are
in full view from the tee behind
the green. Beware the
Captain’s Charity Bunker on
the left. Tougher than it looks.

The trees hug the fairway on the right.
A straight drive will leave you a wedge
to the green. Reachable for long
hitters. Birdie chance for all.

A spacious fairway
for a good drive.
A tough 2nd shot
with the ball above
your feet on the
slope. Two bunkers
protect the green
that runs away to
the back left, so
allow for the roll.

Aim middle to
right side of
the fairway for
the best
position.
It is a blind tee
shot so aim
between the
marker post and
the first tree on
the right.

Oﬀ the white tees this
is a very diﬃcult par4.
You tee shot requires
accuracy and then the green
slopes away to the back.

Allow some extra yards on the approach
as the green is slightly elevated on a
bank. The green breaks more than it
shows, some testing putts.

Two good shots will
set you up nicely for
your approach to the
green. It’s an
elevated green with
two deep bunkers
left and right.

To the 19th for
refreshment.

